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Future of BDJ
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1. Messrs. c	 t: a, c	 .212 and	 7:1 formed

themselves into a working party to consider the recommendations

submitted by c=	 :3 regarding the future of the BDJ. In

essence c:	 Is recommendations were to the effect that

the BDJ should be withdrawn from the area of day-to-day political

controversy in Germany. After this discussion the working party

felt that the complete implementation of this recommendation

would deprive OPC of a valuable tactical asset, which OPC must

be in a position to utilize during the coming months.

2. The working party recommends, therefore, that the

OPC Station in Germany be instructed to take the following

line:

a. Dr. Schumacher should be approached, and it should

be stated that there exists the mutual interest of fighting

communism in Germany and especially in the East Zone of

that area; that it would be of interest to learn from

Dr. Schumacher and the SPD what could be done to make

this fight more effective; that ok-esa4,647-thg-114-40
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and individuals could be interested in helping this cause.

b. Should the question of the BDJ be raised during this

discussion the OPC representative could make the point

that the matter could be investigated if Dr. Schumacher

would be interested in it.

9. During another meeting with Dr. Schumacher it

could be stated that the investigation of the BEV has

shown that it was organized primarily to:

(1) Combat communism;

(2) That a secondary but still extremely important

mission is to further the concept of a united Germany

in a unified Europe;

(3) That it was not organized to attack the SPD

or meddle in German affairs.

3. In general it is believed that:

a. The BDJ should be utilized as a tactical instrument

by the OPC field station in Germany, and it should continue

to adopt a defensive line in any future controversies which

may arise with any political parties.

b. It should not affiliate itself witb any political

organization. It should remain in the German sense non,-

politibal in type and structure. 	 ThisdonmeniN0110 ei infetratei
file, If separated from the file it must Its
subjected to individual systematic review.
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Policy Guidance Statement in regard to KMPRUDE
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The BD/ (KEPRODE) is important to OPC from two stendpointst

a. To ctibet CommUniam and its instromentaLities thrOughout sll

of GernsOy. ttil effectiveness in this regard at the present time Is

not high but on a lengorsege tests, IMPRODE, ve hope, vill develop

into quite en effective antimeemennist organisation partteularly in the

East Zone.

b. To mold or influence public opinion in West Game along the

lines of U. S. foreign policy. n this connection, IMPRODE has been

utilised on occasion to counter certain policies and attitudes . of the

SPD vhich are contrary to U. S interests. IMPRDDE is quite effective in

this type of operation in Vast Germany, constituting, in fact, about the

only efficient organisation at OK's *mend to organize ostensibly

spontaneous mass meetings, to prepare and distribute posters on.dhort

notion and otherwise to be brought into prompt action as the occasion

-*squirt*.

What follows in this paper &As only *Oh point/above.

2. Maim
To determine whether to continue the use of MAUDE as a tactical

instrument for OPO activities In Wet Germany in the light of strong SPD

opposition, or to reorganize the movement into a non-controversial organi7st1on

, whose activities will be directed primarily to combatting Communism.

3. Assumption,

For the purposes of this paper ve have assumed that the SPDfs

objections to MODE are based on the party's desire to avoid U. S.
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meddling in **ternal West Goma affatrs. The party has not **reseed its

objections openly in such terms, but has objected tot* MD: as au American

creation which is nonoodemocratic and whose principal leaders are definitely.

right of center if not neo..fasoist.
We have further assumed that reorganisation or other action taken by the

BD: itself will fail to satiety the objections of the SPD. Per this reason we

have ooncluded that, if the atmosphere is to be cleared, high level discussions

between an OPO representative end the SPD leadership are necessary. Alternatives

to this position i.e. the complete remove' the oganisation from controversial

fields of activity or its camAdnuation in its present form without contacting

SPD leadersh0 have been ruled out for reasons of espedieney.

4. AMOK	 Ts document Is plALONIAfirmfvf

MODS has its greatest preeent efteetivenees as,A*BNOVIIItttrnz,

shortoraoge in nature, for OK's operations in Western Gomm'. OPC has

employed the organization in furthering U. S. objectives during the West

German eleotions4 in ismszteraoting opposition to the rearmament question, and

other special one«time operations. Since the SPD genera/1y was not in accord

with the U. S. objectives for which the PRUDE group had been employed, it

began to apply considerable agitation not only through the Kaiser Ministry and

the Bundestag Committee on All Gorman Affairs, but also through H/000 against

the BD: lt is conceivable that these pressures could culminate in the SF!)

taking action on the loaender level to have the RD: declared an illegal organisation.

Boob action would be an extreme stop on the part of the SPD, but cannot be dis-

counted.

Recognising at this time that it is not an objective of U. S. policy to

undermine the SPD, it may be desirable to remove the BD: from the controversial

field of its activities. On the other hand, it is iftortant to have available a

covert mechanism through which pressures and barbs Gould be leveled against the
Socialist par* 'whenever needed.



The BDil s controversial activities could be removed by rebuilding the

organisation into a grouP oodoerned solely with fighting COMMUAiME

/astern Germany and taking only such anti-Comsandet steps in Western

Germany which would have at least the tacit approval of the SPD and would be of

•an0h watered..down nature as to suit other political parties as well. This

now concept of the BD: would provide OPC with a lonerenge, strategic

instrument, of 	 solely in oombetting Communism but of no use in shaping

the West German polities," climate in favor of B. S. objectives. It would also

•deny OPO the tactical propaganda wespon which could be employed at short

notice, as it has been in the past, against a variety of targets. During

the discussions In Washington an I Marsh 1951, Messrs. c	 c

:1, and C	 agreed that to strip the BD: of its present bitting

power would be equal to complete surrender to SIP pressurec, On the other

„hand it was felt that to igore the SPO objections would be unwise.

5. ilDStatUUNI	 i;r:riantaiedvifariioan;	
itgnavuest;

c12.9,-nrtent is part of an inte r

It is believed that the main controversial issues connrmatatqUii"v1mg.

SPD and OPC I s operations in Eastern Norway, i.e. the rearmament queetion

and the Schuman plan, nay come to a climax within the next six months.

Also the relations between the West German Government and the allied powers

amoP tmme changed to such an extort as to make negotiations between OPC and

the Government desirable. It is therefore important to ploy for time during

that period by neither giving in to the SIP demands nor rejecting then In tato.

It is farther felt that this time gap could be bridged by entering into

negotiations with the SPDE.to be drawn out as long as poesible...on the

following basis:



a. The framework of the dissuasions must be the problem ot o,CmD
relationithip• onsord.

b. Is order to retain the SW as an CPC testicle' instrument the SPD
should be informed that the 10; was organised:

(1) Primarilyto combat Communism

(2) To further the comeept *revisited Germere , in a lastried Swope.
It was not organised to att.* the SPD or iteddlo in German affairs."

0. tt should be indicated that only our strategic genteel of the DDI
could asaura the SPD at the BDPs sdheranoe to this egreesents since*
without our ooatrol* the DAT would tura far support to other interested
parties such as the Rohr industrialists who are prataltreeger to
acquire $mt such aft instrument for the PurPsass of antUlabor activities.

it. To satisfy the Mil s objectigrif raised* that the BD.T in rightist
and 120164038002sAie# the point should be made that lemooratie elections
within the DD.T were elven foreseen and will take place as soon as the

organisation has crystallised.
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6. Bieneristaka

It is reeommended that:	
file • If :rt? ;

a. Without affirming or denying United State

interest in clandestine activities in Vest Gomm,' that L.

:lepproaeb Mr. RUN Shama** to ascertain the

exact nature and real motivation for resent Complaints of

U.S. meddling in internal German affairs. The Wehner eon..

immolations in Washington might well serve as the point of

departure for this initial approaoh;

b4 At the outset of this discussion, it be made clear

that Western interest in coating communion trameeend the

national interests of Gereogralene, and mast be viewed in

the light of avmdted Europe of which Germany will be an

integral part;

e. Recognising the parallel interests of the SPD and the

United States, an offer of assistance to the SPD in its fight

against amandiug abould be made requesting the SPD to stipup.

late its needs in this regerd;

d. Contingent on the reaction to the foregoing, the

matter of the DD: be discussed along the lines set forth in

Paragraph 5 above, to which should be aided the proposed high.

sounding, vague program set forth in Attachment A;

so Throughout these discussions the OPC representative

bear constantly in mind our desire to retain control of the

DDJ to yield the absolute minimum to acquire the tacit



esence of the SPD to its continued existenee and etpinctorts
ts4 Mr* Whaler be fully intossed or this approach,
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INNIS ,Parposse

1. MPRUDE stands for the ftwohnicf the individual and opposes

political and economto enslavement La all its forms.

2. EMPRUDE opposes faseiso of both right and left. it stands for

free expression of the will of the people, for the ruin of law, and the

preservation of the constitutional rights of the individual.

3. IMPRUDE stands for national pride, without nationalism. PRUDE

is ready for the curtailment of national sovereiveNy for the benefit of a

fodwration of free nations in Europe and the world.

4. MR= supports world security through a world polio,. Armed

national security is supported only as a provialcaoi nomssity.

5. IMPRUDE viii =mallet* torsos of Bolaevism and tyros" wherever

they attempt to hide. Those who support such forces out of cowardice or

tenPorerr personal Interest will be exposed. To enforce poltiiesl

honesty, PRUDE demands a law to maks public all political contrite.

tides and force the publication of financial sooeunts by all political

parties sad puha* groups.

6. IMPRUDE bellows that democratic rights (Burgerredhte) should

to accorded to all vho believe In such rights. All who join in the

fight against tyroony are PRUDE*s elites, and PRUDE viii treat thee

as soft.
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